Let €3 be a properly discontinuous group of affine transformations acting onan n-dimensional affine space and P a €3-invariant linear elliptic differential operator with constant coefficients. In this paper the €3-autornorphic eigenvalue problem to P is solved. For the number N(X) of the eigenvalues which are less than or equal to the "frequency bound" A 2 the asymptotic estimation N(X) = c0 xi . c1xi
Let Q3 be an n-dimensional vector space or later at the same timelalso an affine space,.* its dual; 0 a properly discontinuous group of affine transformations acting on S and having a compact fundamental domain [3] . For a 3-invariant positive definite quadratic form 50 on and for a fixed vector 4 E 3we consider the differential operator -P [4] = c(. -271i4) 1 ---27ti) [4] , e S, .-:. 
L 2(3)
is the Hubert space over C of locally square-integrable -automorphic functions. spec®(P) denotes the eigenvalue spectrum of (2) . We will investigate the eigenvalue distribution dis(spec(P)) over R, where "dis" is , defined by the distribution function N(A) = € spec,(P): x21.
Here sometimes X instead of )2 is taken and called in Weyl's considerations "frequency bound" [25] .To establish a good asymptotic estimation of N(X) we will work out the following subjects:
1. Solution of the 3-automorphic eigenvalue problem (2).
Description of N(X)
by a certain number of so-called "principal lattice vectors" in a convex domain X-ID C 93* (see (23)1(23')). 3. Formulation of N(X) as a finite sum of Weyl sums. 4 . Asymptotic estimation N(X) = c0 X2 + c1 X' 1 + Q(X12f2'(n1)) with explicit calculation of c0 and c1 as geometric invariants. Survey of influence of fixed (fixed pointfree) elements of the group ® on the asymptotic expression for N(A). We know about 2 and Z the following [1, 3, 5] : T is an invariant subgroup of 3. The factor group ®It and 2 are isomorphic and ord(I) is finite. Therefore we can introduce
Solution of the -automorphic eigenvalue problem (2)
has n generators (e, b1).... . (e, b) with n linear independent translation parts bk which are used to form the bas (B and also to form the 2-invariant n-dimensional lattice r :z orb(ø) = {t = t'b k : te Z} C 23.
The vector a € 93 is said to be "belonging to o € 2" if (o, a) € 0. Together with a then also all vectors a + r and only these are belonging to o. So modulor exactly one vector a is belonging to o and will be denoted by a = f . In the cosetdecomposition of € relative to X, = S1 0 
(7)
The dual lattice 1' C : A usually in cristallography here we turn to the dual situation. Let 23 be the dual space of linear functionals on (S, <o, > the value of 0 E r in C e 93. Relative to r 93, let 
Here is 1 = ordI ^ r = ord2 as we can see by help of the decomposition 2 = u (2\R(u)) relative to the adjoint isotropy group to u,
So r is decomposed completely in a set St of classes 1. Among these classes the so-called principal classes b play a leading part: For (u) we consider the character. X(U, ) with
In ((5, ().the vector f is well te and
is a t-automorphic function on S. Therefore x is correctly defined. If
so x(u,) is said to be principal character of (u) and u principal vector of r*. is said to be a b-corresponding function on Q3. Especially for the translations S = (e, t) E X and lattice vectors 13 = u we see that p is automorphic, even cp s L2() (L2 -space of -automorphic functions). 
The •-automorphic eigenfünctions and spec 4p of P.
To prove that the h-corresponding functions are the elgenfunctions of Pwe must investigate the action of Pon p0° S.
-Lemma 1: The 0-invariant differential operator P from (1) acts on the functions cp O S from (14) or (15) according to
Proof: The operator Pcan be written as
Here PIk are the coefficients of the quadratic form from (1'), furthermore ph= p hkpk po = p hk ,h pk where 4 =phb' and àh = a/c)xII, -explained altogether respectively to bas93 or bas93. Now we apply Pon p 0 , = vb'-: Using (12) and (8) we obtain
Now (17) and after that (1') gives
So (16) follows from the 3-invariance of F, i.e. from (ii I
If we now take into account the h-corresponding function !rom (14) , formula (16) gives
Definition: If u € f, we can write
(where P(2tr) can be understood as a class norm JJfJJ2 of ).
The justification for (19) comes from the 2-automorphy of P from (1'),
and of the fact that all u € f = { 14 1 ,..., U1) arise e.g. from u 1 by means of the equivalence U = OTU 0 € Remark 3: If the class norms of f, f, are different, P(27tt1 ) * P(27tt 2 ), the same is always right for the classes, t . * . But the inverse assertion is not right; if t, * r,, notwithstanding may be P(27t 1 ) = P(2it2).
Theorem 1: To each principal class h € S) we can assign exactly one eigenvalue t = of the 3-automorphic eigen Value problem (2), namely
m®( i b) = card fFi' E 9 Q: P(2th') = P(2itb)} with (22) as multiplicity; thereby the h-corresponding function 4 belongs to RE, as the eigenfunction. The set spec,(P) = € S} is the complete 3-automorphic eigenvalue spectrum of the 3i-invariant differential operator P from (1) .
Proof:
The correspondence h -4b from (14) , and (18) , prove the first part of the theorem. The completeness of spec(P) follows from the completeness of the orthonormal system {4)h: € £.y} of L2((3). Let 4) = (summation over 1 € $) be an arbitrary 3-automorphic eigenfunction of P to the eigenvalue 1i *V [,for all b € ). Then from (2), (18), (19) and (21) for each ti € S) there follows cW114-it) = 0. Consequently there would be ch = 0 and therefore 4) = 0 which is a contradiction I
N(A) as the number of principal classes b contained in a-certain convex domain AID C cr
The operator P has the following geometric appearance. 
Now if we look at N(X) from (3) and Vf , from (21) we could ask for the geometric locus containing all lj with V b ^ X. The formulas (21), (19) , (1'), (23') and (24) 
3.N(X)asafnite sum ofWeylsums 
is absolutely convergent for all 0 6 2. 
i.e. x,. is 2 -automorphic on
Now regard Xx as a partial function on -1 + r c 3. Then X x is a class function depending only on the equivalence classes -+ E of the lattice -+ r* for all t E 11 ifC4+AID + = to if t + X . D
(see also (24) ). Now we set going proposition (27)1(28) choosing f(u) in accordance with f(u)
is a finite and so an absolutely convergent series. Because of (30) and (25) the left-hand side of (27) is equal to N(A) so that
N(X) = 3-w(o).
(32) 
The special kind of summation in (36) in comparison with that of (31) follows from (23'S).
Definition: In (35) the summand with in = n is said to be principal part and that with in = n -1 secondary part of NW. N(A) For u € r*(o) and for 4) € 3(o) as the invariant vector from (1') we write
The asymptotic estimation of

Formulation of the Weyl sum
Then we. have
Now looking at (17) we introduce the symmetric rn x rn-matrix (P'(0)) with
By(38) this makes possible to write P in form of
Therefore Proposition 2 in coordinates relative to basF*(o) can be formulated as 
Remark 5:
For 0 = e (e -identity in 2) we obtain n(e) = n, 2 = { e}, 3(e) = W, r(e) = r* , e(e) = (43) c(e) = 8, u, = u, p = p, P4L(e) = P"'-, t(e) = det(P').
Landau's estimation of lattice remainder applied to the Weyl sum W(ø).
In (42) 
Definition: 6 will be called Landaus 6-symbol which is assigned to o (see PropositiOn 4). 
N(A) and the m -dimensional volumes
Here the order of the remainder term in Proposition 2 (resp. Proposition 3) allows to carry out the summation for m = n (yielding then the principal part of N(A)) and only just for m =n -1 (producing the-secondary part). Now-we ascertain that .m = n(o) , n is true only for o = e and we have ED n 3*(e) = ED (see also Remark 5) . Because the null vector t = 0 € 13 is belonging to Ore we get s"(e) = <c"(e),o> = 0€ Z and hence 6 = 1. We lodge all summnads of N(A) for m :5 n -2 in (35) (Proposition 2) in O(XnT2+2'(74)). So Proposition 2 can be explained now as (i) For 0 E S3 m the fixed elements (o,f + t0 ) £ €3 produce in (49) resp. (50) the volume terms volmOD n (0)).Am whereas fixed point-free elements from €3 make contributions only -to the remainder term 0(1m_2*2'(m1)) So we have the following knowledge:
(ii) The identity (e,o) e €3 produces the principal part of N(X) (because Se = 1, e £ (iii) The fixed elements (o,f + t0 ) E €3, 0 £ produces the summands of the secondary part of N(X).
Concluding remark: The theory developed above can be applied e.g. for crystallographic groups, especially for the 230 space groups. For short it is recommendable to investigate an n = 2-dimensional group, e.g. €3 = 1 im acting on = 1E2 and having P = c(c) + 
